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Who we
are…
NACWA works in
Washington DC to
create a regulatory,
legislative and legal
environment that
allows clean water
agencies to
innovate and thrive

What’s new in Washington, DC?

Inauguration Day – Regulatory Freeze Memo
• No regulations sent to Federal Register until a Trump
appointee could review (standard procedure for new
Administrations)
• Applied to proposed rules, final rules, advance notices
of proposed rulemaking, and guidance documents
• Office of Water impacts:
• Method Update Rule
• Dental Amalgam Rule

January 30: “2 for 1” Executive Order
Executive Order: Reducing Regulation and Controlling
Regulatory Costs
• For Fiscal Year 2017, agencies must cut 2 rules for
every new rule they issue
• “Significant Rules” only
• Not just the number of rules, but “zero net cost
impacts”

February 24: Executive Order on Enforcing
the Regulatory Reform Agenda
• Designate Regulatory Reform Officers (RRO)
• Establish Regulatory Reform Task Forces
• Timeframes set for action

Who’s Who at EPA

EPA Administrator
Scott Pruitt

Vision for EPA:
• Back to Basics – clean
water, clean air, and
cleaning up waste sites
• Process Matters – avoid
regulations through
guidance, litigation, or
consent decree
• Rule of Law – Agency
actions must be through
its enabling statutes

Who’s Who at EPA
Office of Water (OW)
• Assistant Administrator: David Ross nominated
• Deputy Assistant Administrator: Lee Forsgren
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA)
• Assistant Administrator: Susan Bodine nominated
OW’s Office of Science & Technology
• Acting Director: Deborah Nagle

Career Staff
vs.
Political Staff

Regulatory Improvement at EPA
• EPA was quick to respond to the
regulatory reform order
• NACWA comments submitted May 15
• EPA Reg Reform Officer and Task
Force now reviewing 50,000+ (mostly
form letter) comments
• No further timetable for taking action on the
recommendations
• NACWA briefed Office of Water on May 3; continues
discussions with Administrator Pruitt’s staff

NACWA’s Comments
• “…the goal of the Association’s engagement in this public comment
process is not to pursue regulatory rollbacks or weakening of the Clean
Water Act… Instead, NACWA’s focus is on identifying those areas that
may help clean water utilities meet their environmental and public
health responsibilities in a more effective and efficient manner.”
• “The UOTF [Utility of the Future] initiative
embodies the spirit of innovation and efforts
to go beyond simply complying with the
CWA, but it also seeks to remove hurdles to
utility innovation and to ensure that utilities
can most effective serve their communities
and ratepayers by ensuring the best
environmental and public health return for
each ratepayer dollar invested – with an
overall focus on net environmental benefit
outcomes.”

NACWA’s Comments
• Integrated Planning and Affordability
• Secure more flexibility in how affordability issues are addressed by EPA
and considered at the local level
• Secure integrated planning approaches as a key tool available to all
utilities in both permitting and enforcement contexts
• Refocus EPA’s efforts away from establishing enforcement priorities
toward working with utilities to provide compliance assistance
• Public Notice and Comment
• Ensure that all EPA actions that can impose new regulatory burdens on
utilities be established through full and formal public notice and
comment
• Must include cost-benefit and net environmental benefit
considerations
• Includes water quality criteria, new test methods, TMDLs, and other
new requirements

NACWA’s Comments
• Wet Weather Permitting
• Allow wet weather permitting to be consistent with the Integrated
Planning Framework, allowing utilities to fully evaluate and consider
the best use of their resources
• Establish reasonable guidelines for SSO design standards to allow a
rational, permit-based approach to addressing SSOs
• Consider water quality impacts of SSOs when evaluating whether they
are a violation of the Clean Water Act
• Blending
• Establish a consistent, nationwide policy on blending by applying the
8th Circuit Decision nationwide
• Wet Weather Water Quality Standards
• Ensure the use of these standards rather than applying dry weather
criteria to extreme weather situations
• EPA should encourage and incentivize states to take advantage of this
existing flexibility in the Clean Water Act

NACWA’s Comments
• Watershed-Based Permits
• Provide greater support for watershed-based solutions, including
regional watershed initiatives, watershed permits, and water quality
trading, particularly for nutrient issues
• NPDES Permit Terms
• Allow permit terms to extend beyond five years for greater certainty
and long-term investment planning
• Increase the use of compliance schedules
• Consider automatic renewal of 5-year permits if no significant changes
have occurred
• State/EPA Interaction
• Allow states to take lead on policy decisions regarding water quality
standards and NPDES permit requirements
• Reduce attempts by EPA to influence state decision-making processes

NACWA’s Comments
• TMDLs
• Modify TMDL programs so that NPDES permit limits derived from
TMDL waste load allocations must be consistent with the relative
contributions of that permittee to the impairment of the water body
• Anti-Backsliding Provisions
• Allow less stringent NPDES permit limits in certain, limited
circumstances, since current backsliding provisions discourage
voluntary or early action to improve treatment processes to address
additional pollutants

NACWA’s Comments - Pretreatment
• Revise current pretreatment regulations or seek other mechanisms to
automatically apply the Non-Significant Categorical Industrial User
(NSCIU) provisions of the Pretreatment Streamlining Rule nationwide,
including in Authorized States that currently have not incorporated all
of the Streamlining Rule.
• EPA adopted the Pretreatment Streamlining Rule in response to an
earlier presidential effort to reduce burdensome regulations. Since
promulgation of the rule, however, several Authorized States have
yet to revise their state regulations to incorporate key provisions,
including the NSCIU category, which has the potential to save
utilities significant time and resources.

Steps in the Right Direction…
• Blending: Met with EPA staff from OW, OECA, and Office of
General Counsel in September. Will continue conversation in
coming months.
• Permit Terms: EPA staff has expressed interest in extending
permit terms, but would require Congressional action
• State Revolving Fund (SRF): EPA interested in making SRF
process more flexible and streamlined
• Agency conducting its own internal review
• NACWA workgroup developing streamlining suggestions
• NACWA, EPA, and DOJ discussion on shift towards compliance
assurance rather than enforcement

Dental Amalgam Rule
• Final rule signed on December 15, 2016
• Set for publication in Federal Register on January 24, 2017 (first
business day after Inauguration Day)
• Rule pulled by EPA in response to Regulatory Freeze memo
• EPA sued by Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) for
withdrawal of rule
• Final rule signed again on June 9, 2017, published on June 14

What’s Coming Up
Effluent Guidelines Program – Studies for:
• Centralized Waste Treatment (CWT)
• Metal Finishing
• Electrical & Electronic Components (E&EC)
Implementation of Dental Amalgam Rule

Administration’s Infrastructure Package

Infrastructure Package
• Trump Campaign promised $1 Trillion package over 10 years
• FY18 Budget outlines $210B in direct federal spending over
next 10 years – but only $5B for FY18
• Additional details…coming soon?
• NACWA pushing hard for significant investment in water – and
we expect it to be a part of the proposal
• Uncertainty about Public-Private Partnerships (P3s)
• Interest in full cost pricing and asset management
• Congress will play large role in crafting final package…the
administration’s “package” will just be the opening salvo

Integrated Planning/Affordability
S.692/H.R. 2355 –Water Infrastructure Flexibility Act (bipartisan, both
chambers)
• Codifies Integrated Planning Framework
• Better integrates green infrastructure in all CWA programs
• Establishes Municipal Ombudsman w/in EPA Administrator’s
Office
• Requires EPA to revise 1997 Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO)
Financial Capability Guidance
• S. 692 marked up in Committee in April
• Various bills in the House (including HR 2355 companion to S. 692),
but H.R. 465 – Water Quality Improvement Act (Rep. Gibbs, R-OH)
seems to be the preferred bill
• House held oversight hearing in May on several bills

Clean Water Affordability
•

Short term legislative solution: update EPA
affordability guidance & codify Integrated
Planning principals into CWA

•

Long term legislative solution: NACWA
exploring federal low income ratepayer
assistance program, modeled on LIHEAP

Regulatory Reform Legislation
H.R.1430 – The HONEST Act (Rep. Smith, R-TX)
• Would require all scientific & technical information relied on in promulgating a
regulation or EPA guidance to be based on "best available science” & be
publicly available online in manner sufficient for independent analysis &
substantial reproduction of research results
• Passed House in March; no Senate companion & little Democratic support

H.R.469/S.119 - Sunshine for Regulatory Decrees and
Settlements Act (Rep. Collins, R-IA; Sen. Grassley, R-IA)

• To address “sue & settle”- prevent groups such as environmental NGOs from
compelling federal agency action through litigation
• House Oversight Hearing Today

Regulatory Reform Legislation
H.R.26/S.21 - REINS Act (Regulations from the Executive in
Need of Scrutiny) – Rep. Collins, R-GA; Sen. Paul, R-KY
• Provides for Congressional approval of federal agency rulemaking –
stipulates requirements for Federal Register; requires Agency to include in its
report to Congress & GAO whether the rule is major ($1M effect) or
nonmajor, & a copy of cost-benefit analysis including jobs analysis
• Passed House in March (very little Democratic support)

H.R.5/S.951 – Regulatory Accountability Act (Rep.
Goodlatte, R-VA; Sen. Portman, R-OH & Sen. Heitkamp, DND)

• Repeals Chevron defense
• Passed House in January with little Democratic support
• Senate bipartisan bill would require regulators to use the most cost-effective
rules

Waters of the United States Rule
February 28 Executive Order requires:
• EPA to revoke 2015 WOTUS rule
• DOJ to inform court of revocation/revision in any pending
litigation
• EPA to issue new WOTUS definition and to consider interpreting
the new definition consistent with the Scalia plurality in Rapanos

Waters of the U.S. – Rapanos v. United States
• Obama Administration’s 2015 Clean Water Rule was based on
Justice Kennedy’s concurrence:
• Significant Nexus
• Trump Administration rule, based on initial conversations, will
likely be based on plurality opinion, authored by Scalia:
• Non-navigable waters – “relatively permanent flow”
• Wetlands/isolated waters – “continuous surface
connection”

Waters of the U.S. – Next Steps
• Administration’s “Two-Step” Process
1. Recodify the regulation that was in place prior to issuance
of the Clean Water Rule – Rescission Rule signed on June
27, 2017
2. Propose a new definition consistent with Justice Scalia’s
Rapanos plurality opinion – December 2017
• NACWA’s continued engagement on existing protections
• U.S. Supreme Court reviewing jurisdictional issue in Clean
Water Rule litigation
• Oral arguments were October 12
• Decision any time before June 2018

MS4 Permit Litigation – MA/NH
• EPA issued MS4 Permit in Massachusetts (effective date
extended to July 1, 2018 by new administration to allow for
settlement discussions)
• Various parties filed appeals (U.S. Court of Appeals - First
Circuit; D.C. Circuit)
• Consolidated in D.C. Circuit
• Very similar permit issued for New Hampshire – also has
been challenged; resolution for both will likely move forward
together
• Could be an indication of EPA’s preferred permit terms
• NACWA standing ready to file amicus curiae brief to protect MEP
standard, but next steps on the cases not clear at this point

MS4 Permit Litigation – MA/NH
Litigation Overview – 2 big issues:
1. Shift away from CWA mandate that MS4s reduce the
discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable
(MEP) through the implementation of best management
practices (BMPs) toward more strict compliance with
water quality standards.
2. Concerns with EPA requiring MS4s to impose numeric
post-construction retention standards on new
development and redevelopment. Not clearly within EPA’s
authority to do so under the Clean Water Act.

EPA Stormwater Long-Term Planning Guide Draft
• Key steps to developing a long-term plan
• Assess where you are now
• Analyze opportunities
• Move toward implementation
• Five pilot communities selected
• Companion online tool – Release Date TBD
• NACWA’s public comment
• Practical first step
• Many communities only now beginning
to understand full scope of stormwater
and how to manage wet weather issues
• Could include more comprehensive
information and solutions

Biosolids
• EPA Office of Inspector
General Investigation of
Part 503 Regulations
• Regulatory status of
struvite recovered from
the wastewater treatment
process – January 12, 2017
letter from EPA

POTW National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP)
• Original POTW NESHAP published 1999, amended 2002
• Court-ordered deadline for signing final Risk & Technology
Review: October 16, 2017
• Proposed rule required POTWs to:
• Evaluate emissions from collection system
• Have a pretreatment program for compliance
• Both requirements removed from final rule
• Rule applies to only 13 POTWs

Wipes: What We’re Up Against
Consumer wipe sales are
projected to keep increasing

http://www.smitherspira.com/resources/2016/december/end-use-market-forecasts-for-global-wipes-to-2021

Wipes: What We’re Up Against

Flushability Standards
• Collaborative effort was not successful
• International Position Statement
includes key requirements for
flushability:
• Breaks into small pieces quickly
• Must not be buoyant
• Does not contain plastic and will
readily degrade in a range of natural
environments
• Signed by over 300 organizations in 25
countries (www.nacwa.org/wp)

Flushability Standards
• International Water Standards
Flushability Group (IWSFG) established
– six member countries so far
• Draft water industry flushability
standards released in July for public
comment
• Comments evaluate; response to
comments and second draft will be
posted soon
• Target date for publication of final
flushability standards: January 2018

www.iwsfg.org

Labeling Code of Practice for Non-Flushable Wipes
Updated Code approved by INDA, NACWA, WEF,
APWA, & CWWA
• Wipes used in bathroom must display “Do not
flush” logo near point of wipes removal from
package

• BUT, compliance by wipes companies is voluntary

Wipes Legislation
• First wipes legislation in U.S. passed by
D.C. Council on Dec. 6, 2016
• Maryland introduced similar legislation
in Jan. 2017 (passed Senate but not
voted on in House)
• NACWA developing model state
legislation and supporting materials
• Strategy paralleling that used for
microbead legislation (passed in
multiple states, then at federal level
with manufacturer support)

Wipes Legislation Challenged

JOIN TOGETHER
NACWA is the only organization whose sole purpose is to represent the interests of
all public clean water agencies

As a Member Your Agency Benefits From…
• Strength in Community
• Strength in Advocacy
• Strength in Resources

With Every Utility a Member We Will…

• Elevate Clean Water as a Top National Priority
• Achieve Robust and Sustainable Policies
• Ensure our Collective Voice is Heard

Get Engaged!

www.nacwa.org | membership@nacwa.org

Every Utility a Member:
Small & Medium Utility Membership
Eligibility Small & medium sized wastewater/stormwater utilities
serving populations of 75,000 or less
Dues $750 or $1000 per year depending on size
Why?
All utilities benefit from NACWA’s work & NACWA benefits
from widespread membership

NACWA National Pretreatment & Pollution
Prevention Workshop
May 16-18, 2018
Providence Biltmore
Providence, RI
Optional Training Day – May 15
Pretreatment 101, Advanced Local Limits, and
additional advanced course (TBD)

Questions?
Cynthia Finley
Director, Regulatory Affairs
National Association of Clean Water Agencies
cfinley@nacwa.org | 202-533-1836

The National Association of Clean Water Agencies is the nation’s recognized leader in clean water
advocacy, advancing responsible legislative, regulatory and legal policy on the full spectrum of clean water
issues. NACWA represents public wastewater and stormwater agencies of all sizes nationwide, with a
vision to represent every utility as a member while helping build a strong and sustainable clean water
future.

Strength in Community

Strength in Advocacy

Strength in Resources

